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TRAVEL

ON T H E 
OPEN SE A
For the ultimate seafaring adventures, 

consider these ultra-luxe offers  
aboard Octopus or The World

 
By Selma Day

 OUT OF THIS WORLD
This winter, Cookson Adventures is offering the opportunity to charter the 
iconic 126-metre explorer yacht, Octopus in Antarctica for the first time. 

The adventure begins with a flight from Chile to King George Island, from 
where you will sail south and have the chance to visit penguin colonies, 
spend a night camping on ice in a bespoke camp, and possibly witness 
breaching humpback whales, leopard seals and albatross.

With 13 guest rooms, highlights include a basketball court, a 15-seat 
cinema, a vast spa, a glass-bottomed observation lounge, and a heated 
freshwater swimming pool with retractable glass floor that raises to deck 
level to provide an extended entertaining area. Price on application.
cooksonadventures.com

 WELL, WELL, WELL
Located in an enviable location 
between Menton and Monaco, 
with spectacular views across 
the Mediterranean Sea, The 
Maybourne Riviera has unveiled 
its new spa, combining ancient 
ceremonies, restorative 
bodywork and bio-innovation 
to amplify guests’ emotional, 
physical and spiritual wellbeing. 

With treatments designed 
around high-performance 
lifestyles, the spa combines a 
holistic approach with results-
driven, high-tech methods, all 
against the idyllic backdrop of 
the French Riviera. 
maybourneriviera.com

 LIVING THE DREAM
The World private residential ship has 
announced two spectacular back-to-
back expeditions in 2023 to the Arctic 
Circle: the first venturing through 
Greenland and Ellesmere Island, the 
second along Canada’s rugged Baffin 
Coast. At the end of the year, The 
World will explore the breathtaking 
scenery, enthralling wildlife and inspiring 
history of Antarctica, and see in the New 
Year with a world-class expedition team 
and specialist lecturers. 
For more information on ownership 
opportunities, visit: aboardtheworld.com
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W
here do you live? Very few 
can say “everywhere on 
Earth” and mean it. But 
for those who own a home 
on The World, the largest 

private residential yacht on the planet, that’s 
a genuine answer. Because, as a part of this 
community of international adventurers, 
you awake every few days to new vistas just 
outside your doorstep. It’s a lifestyle that is as 
unique as it is luxurious.

Aboard The World, your home becomes 
the launching point for a journey of 
unparalleled discovery. While this  
one-of-a-kind ship circumnavigates  
the globe, residents can indulge their  
endless wanderlust, visiting idyllic 
destinations most only dream of. They  
fulfil a lifelong-love of exploration and 
learning, all while experiencing the highest 
standards of anticipatory service and 
uncompromising luxury. 

Navigating six continents and sailing 
every ocean, The World’s 2023 journey will 
be a voyage of boundless discovery. Residents 
begin the year immersing in the vibrant 
cultures of India, Sri Lanka, the Maldives, 
Seychelles and the Middle East. 

Three months will be spent exploring 
the Mediterranean before winding north 
to Portugal, France and the British Isles. 
The adventure continues with landings in 
the Baltic, the fjords of Norway, and an 
extraordinary expedition across Greenland 
and northern Canada. 

Next, The World traces the east coast of 
North America and dives into the Caribbean 
before transiting the Panama Canal and 
sailing to the Patagonian paradise of western 
South America. The year then concludes with 
two unforgettable Antarctic expeditions.

Discover a lifestyle beyond compare!

Learn more about ownership 
opportunities. aboardtheworld.com  
+44 20 7572 1231

WORLDLY 
PLEASURES
Spend your days exploring some of the most exciting 
places on the planet with a community of adventure 
seekers returning to all the comforts of a super luxury 
home onboard The World private residential ship.

THE WORLD
ABOARDTHEWORLD.COM

PROMOTION
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W H E N  T H E Y  A S K  W H E R E  Y O U ’ R E  F R O M .  
T H E  W O R L D

Each day aboard The World, you awaken in the most remarkable home you will ever own.  

As one of the few international adventurers who live this incomparable lifestyle, you explore  

each continent and sail every sea surrounded by unrivaled anticipatory luxury service on  

the planet’s largest private residential yacht.

Learn more about ownership opportunities.  
aboardtheworld.com | +44 20 7572 1231
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